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Abstract—Global localization is a challenging problem in 
which autonomous vehicle has to estimate the self-position with 
respect to a priori map using perception results. In this paper we 
present a vision-based localization method for autonomous 
Vehicles in urban environment. The localization process consists 
of two stages: coarse localization using topological map and fine 
localization using metric map. The topological map represented 
by the holistic image feature provides coarse location, whereas 
localization from metric map is relatively slow, but more 
accurate. It is possible to integrate the two stages to make precise
and reliable localization. The location system has been tested on 
autonomous vehicle in outdoor environment. The results show 
that our method is efficient and reliable.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile robot localization aims to estimate a robot’s
position relative to its environment. It is a very important
problem with many civilian and military applications, such as 
mobile robotics, autonomous vehicle and driver assistance 
systems. Two key problems associated with the mobile robot 
localization are global localization and local tracking [1]. 
Global localization aims to determine the robot’s position in a 
previously learned map without any other information. Given 
the initial robot position, local tracking aims to track that 
position over time. In this paper, we mainly focus on global 
localization. The most commonly used technique of 
localization in outdoor environment is GPS. However, in many 
cases, GPS signal is not readily available due to the loss of line 
of sight to GPS satellites or due to adversarial jamming.

An alternate approach to localization, vision-based global 
localization is highly desirable for a wide range of applications
due to their advantages such as low cost, rich information, etc. 
Broadly speaking, there are two main methods for image-based 
localization. The first addresses the problem of simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM), where mobile robots are 
localized in an unknown scene. Research on SLAM [2]-[5]–
either metric or topological – has flourished in the past decade 
which produces maps in terms of point clouds, occupancy grids, 
graphs of poses and landmarks. These techniques are also 
fragile if the environment changes too quickly, which makes 
them less attractive for persistently computing a precise vehicle 
pose over longer durations. In recent developments [6], there 

have been a continuous focus on developing methods in image-
based appearance space, where the map is described by a set of 
distinct images.

An alternative approach is to match a query image against a
pre-collected image database. Once the best match has been 
found, the location of the matched image can be used to 
determine the location of the query image. Several methods fall 
in this category [7]-[10]. These methods can be categorized 
into two classes: while the first class makes use of the holistic
properties of the image, such as a principal components 
subspace projection and Gist; the second one utilize a set of 
local properties, such as landmarks. Each approach has its own 
strengths and weaknesses. It is often argued that local feature-
based representations are more robust to scene dynamics,
viewpoints and illumination variation than globally-derived 
representations. It is also widely assumed that feature-based 
approaches require less online computation than global 
approaches [23].

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for vision-based
localization. We present a hybrid algorithm which combines 
topological map with metric map to represent the environment. 
The nodes of the topological map are represented by a holistic
image descriptor, Gist, whereas the metric map consists of the 
nature landmarks, which are described by the interest point 
descriptors.

We employ a coarse-to-fine framework to improve the
accuracy of localization. The localization process includes two 
stages: coarse localization and fine localization. The coarse 
localization results obtained by topological map are taken as 
candidates for the fine localization stage. The integration of 
coarse and fine stages contributes to a precise and reliable 
localization system. We test our algorithm in urban 
environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related methods for vision-based localization. 
Section III gives the detailed description of the proposed 
method. Experimental results and explanations are shown in 
section IV. The paper is concluded with a discussion in section 
V. 

This work was supported by National Natural Science Foundation of
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II. RELATED WORK
Image-based robot localization has been studied extensively. 

Related works can be divided into three categories [11]: feature 
based methods, appearance based methods, and hybrid 
methods. Feature based methods are based on key points 
features that are tracked over the consecutive images; 
appearance based method use the information of the whole 
image or sub-regions of it; while the hybrid methods use a
combination of both.

The works of [12]-[17] fall into the first category. In [12],
Francisco et al. detected and tracked image features which 
were classified as obstacle and ground points using the inverse 
perspective transformation. While obstacle points are used for 
collision avoidance, ground points are used for localization in a 
Rao-Blackwellised particle filter context. Schindler et al. [13] 
used a data set of 30,000 images for geolocating images using a 
vocabulary tree [14]. Zhang et al. [9] described an approach to 
large scale image retrieval for user localization in urban
environment by taking advantage of coarse position estimates 
available, e.g. via cell tower triangulation, on many mobile 
devices today. The Bag-of-Words based method, originally 
developed by the computer vision community for image search 
and retrieval applications, has been popular in solving the 
problem of visual localization [16], [17]. A BoW image 
descriptor is a vector quantized representation of all the local 
invariant features extracted from the image. This vector 
quantization can lead to the perceptual aliasing [18] problem. A
reliable verification step can be invoked to check the 
geometrical consistency step between matched images and 
overcome the false positives. If the correct location is not 
included in the top matching candidates, a false negative is 
generated, leading to low recall.

The works related to appearance methods are [19]-[24]. 
Siagian et al. proposed a biologically-inspired approach to 
scene classification [19] using Gist descriptor [20], which 
represents an image in term of its response to a filter bank such 
as discrete cosine transform or Gabor, and applied it to robot 
localization [21]. In [22], Robert et al. examined approaches 
for localization from global image properties, such as principal 
components analysis (PCA). In [23], Yang et al. employed 
PCA to transform a high-dimensional Gabor descriptor to a 
lower dimensional form to detect loop closure. Before the 
application of BoW to robotics, Ulrich et al. used color 
histogram as the features to describe an image, combined with 
a voting scheme to perform image matching [24].

Wang [25] et al. presented a coarse-to-fine global 
localization approach. Coarse localization from a location 
vector space model is fast, whereas fine localization obtained 
by using a voting algorithm. Our algorithm framework is 
similar to [25], but the representation of environment and 
method for localization are different.

In contrast to all previous studies, our method focus on 
combining the holistic with local image features to represent
the environment. A holistic image descriptor, Gist, is used to 
describe the holistic features in topological map. At the same 

time, we build a metric map using SIFT feature for fine 
localization.

III. VISUAL LOCALIZATION
In this section, we will describe the proposed method as 

shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, we build a topological map using Gist 
descriptor to describe the nodes and a metric map using ground 
points as nature landmarks. Then we introduce a method for 
coarse localization using topological map. According to the 
results of coarse localization, fine localization approach is 
conducted based on metric map.

A. Topological map building
In the topological map, the representative image of each 

location is expressed as a vector ig

1, 2, ,( , ,..., , , )i i i n i gx gyg w w                                (1)

where ( , )gx gyw w is the location of the image captured. Usually 
there is no need to keep all the captured images since many 
consecutive ones look similar, especially on straight road,
whereas content of environment change dramatically at road 
cross. A subset of sampled images to represent environment is
enough. Key frames are representative image taken from 
distinct places of the urban environment. We use the key frame 
extraction strategy proposed in [26] with some modifications to 
measure the similarity between images and selected key frames. 
Generally, the first image captured is always considered as the 
first key frame and two consecutive key frames should be 
dissimilar enough. We computes a similarity measure 
S between two images, kI and lI , which in our case are those 
associated with the last node k and the current view at time l , 
respectively. This similarity measure is related to the distance 
function between the two images.

A similarity measure or similarity function is a real-valued 
function that quantifies the similarity between two objects. 
Although no single definition of similarity measure exists, 
usually similarity measures are in some sense the inverse of 
distance metrics. The two most popular distances measures are 
the Euclidean distance and the city-block distance. In this stage, 
the similarity between images can be defined by the similarity 
between the Gist descriptors, kg and lg . The distance [27] from 
vector kg to vector lg is

Fig. 1. Flow chart of our localization method
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where n is the length of Gist descriptor. When 1r , the distance 
is city-block distance; when 2r , the distance become the 
Euclidean distance.

In information retrieval, cosine similarity is most 
commonly used in high-dimensional positive space. Cosine 
similarity is a measure of similarity between two vectors of an 
inner product space that measure the cosine of the angle 
between them. The distance is defined as

1
cos ( , ) cos ( )k l

k l
k l

g gd g g
g g

                             (3)

where kg and lg are the Gist descriptor of images kI and lI .
Extensive literature exists on comparison of similarity measure 
[27]. In this paper, we offer a novel measure of similarity 
measure in Gist descriptor. According to our application 
background, the performance can be evaluated by localization 
accuracy. Experiment results show that the city-block distance 
of Gist descriptor performance is better than other two 
distances.

In this stage, threshold sT can distinguish whether the 
current view should be considered as a new key frame:

1( , )k l sd g g T                                         (4)

where 1( )d is the city-block distance. Once a new key frame is
detected, we insert its Gist features to the topological map G .

B. Metric map building
SIFT feature [28] has been chosen as the features for 

localization because of its robustness to scale changes, rotation 
and translation as well as changes in illumination and view 
point. We choose the SIFT features on the ground as the 
natural landmark for localization, since the world coordinates 
of ground points can be computed using Inverse Perspective 
Transformation and coordinates transformation. The ground 
feature point detection algorithm is similar to the method 
proposed in [12].

The metric map M contains a set of natural landmarks. 
Each landmark can be defined by a vector V of scale-invariant 
interest point descriptor. The vector contains the value of the 
SIFT descriptor and the world coordinates ( , )x yw w :

, ,

| 1,2,...,
( , , )

i

i x i y i

M V i n
V SIFT w w

                                (5)

During the metric map building process, the cosine distances 
between a SIFT descriptor and those in the map are computed. 
The nearest neighbor of this descriptor in M is found by 
comparing all the distances with high discrimination capability 
and efficiency. A SIFT descriptor whose nearest neighbor is at 
least 0.9 times farer than the second nearest neighbor are added 
into the metric map M .

C. Coasre localization
In this stage, the degree of similarity of a representative 

view with regard to the query view is evaluated by computing 
the correlation between the two vectors gq and ig . The query 
view is also an n-dimension vector

1, 2, ,( , ,..., )
g g gg q q n qq                                      (6)

The similarity between the query view gq and the 
topological map G is computed. It is assumed the similarity 
value is an indication of the relevance of the location to the 
query. Thus, the system ranks the retrieval locations by the 
similarity. To obtain an acceptable compromise of the accuracy 
and efficiency of the localization system, the locations whose 
similarity rank in the top K will be taken as the input of a k-
means algorithm. The K locations are clustered into m clusters.
The number of the largest cluster NC and the within-cluster 
sums of point-to-centroid distances ND are computed. The 
candidate location 

m N d N N

All

C if D T and C T
L

C else
            (7)

where mC is the centroid of the largest cluster , dT is the 
threshold for the maximum standard deviation of the 
cluster , AllC are the K locations and NT is the threshold for the 
minimum number of the largest cluster. If conditions in (7) met, 
the centroid can be treated as a reliable localization result, as a 
consequence L contains one location. In contrast, if those
locations are decentralized, each location can be the possible 
location of image. In this case, L is consisted of the ten 
locations. 

Using the topological map to obtain a coarse location 
increases the efficiency of fine localization. The details of the 
performance will be shown in Section IV.

D. Fine localization
Localization at this stage is carried out base on the results 

of coarse localization ( , )x yL l l . Using the ground points as 
landmarks, the localization is reduced to a 2D problem. The
sub-map M consisted of the landmarks which locate in circles
field is used to fine localization. The centers of circles field are 
the locations in L and radius is dR , thus, the number of 
landmarks in the process is bounded and so is the 
computational time. 

2 2 2
, ,| ( ) ( )i x x i y y i dM V l w l w R                (8)

The new view for localization in the stage is also 
represented by the ground points

{ | 1,2,..., }

( , , )
j j

q q
j

q
j x y

M V j n

V SIFT v v
                                   (9)

where the location ( , )
j jx yv v of q

jV in vehicle coordinate can be 
computed by using the Inverse Perspective Transformation.
The nearest neighbor of 1V and 2V in M is 1

qV and 2
qV in qM . We
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assume that the world coordinates of 1
qV and 2

qV equal to the 
coordinates of 1V and 2V . The vehicle location can be estimated 
using the world coordinates and geometrical consistency of

1
qV and 2

qV . Localization is realized by using a voting scheme. A
possible vote can be computed by every two matched points. 
The votes for each location in the map are accumulated. The 
location that gets the largest number of votes is the location of 
vehicle.

The result of fine localization can be employed as feedback 
information to coarse localization. It can reduce the 
computational time significantly especially in large scale 
environment.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The localization strategy described above has been 

implemented and tested in outdoor environments. The images 
were recorded and down-sampled to a resolution of 800 600, 
in order reduce the computation time. The cameras are 
calibrated and the internal and extrinsic parameters are known. . 

A. Similarity measure
In order to evaluate the performance of the three kinds of 

similarity measures: Euclidean distance, city-block distance 
and cosine distance, two images sequences contains 2315
images are captured along a route mostly at an interval of 0.5 m.
The first one (1220 images) is captured roughly along the path 
of the first exploration, and the second one (1095 images) are 
taken randomly along the route but with 3-m deviation from 
the first exploration path. Each image is expressed by a Gist 
descriptor. We build topological map 1M based on the first 
exploration using 1220 images and 2M contains 1095 images
for the second sequence. Firstly, the three kinds of distance 
from a node in 1M to all nodes in 2M are computed. The 10-
nearest neighbors of this descriptor in 2M are found. The 
deviation of the ten neighbors’ locations can be taken. The 
histogram of deviation is shown in fig. 2(a). Vice versa, 10-
nearest neighbors in 1M can be found for each image in 2M . The 
histogram of deviation is shown in fig. 2(b). Since the 
consecutive images are similar, we assume that the neighbors’
locations are consecutive and the deviation of ten locations is 
limited. We counted the number of 10 m.

It is clear from Fig. 2(a), the ratio of deviation ( 10 m) 
using city-block distance, which accounts for 83.54%, is more 
than Euclidean distance and cosine distance, which are 75.02% 
and 78.38% respectively. The distribution in Fig.2 (b) is similar 
to Fig. 2(a). It can be concluded from the fig. 2 that city-block 
distance performs better than Euclidean distance and cosine 
distance for localization using Gist descriptors.

Fig. 2. Compare the performance of similarity measure

B. Coarse localization
In this section, we will show the performance of 

localization using only the topological map. In building the 
topological map, 490 key frames consists of the topological 
map are detected among 1220 images in the first exploration. A 
small fragment of map is shown in Fig. 3. Blue star represent 
the consecutive images, and red crosses are keyframes. The 
density of Keyframes at corner is higher than at straight road 
because the images change dramatically at corner. The test set 
contains 1595 images, which are taken along the route but 
within 3-m deviation from the exploration path, at different 
viewpoints and different illumination conditions. The K-nearest 
neighbors of each query image are found by computing the 
city-block distance. The four common distributions of 17-
nearest neighbors’ locations are shown in Fig. 4. Bule star is 
GPS location of test image, red crosses represent the 17 nearest 
neighbor, and black circle is the centroid of the largest cluster. 
As can be seen from Fig. 4 (a), (b), (c) that the centroid can be 
treated as the localization result. But in Fig. 4 (d), the centroid
of the largest cluster is not a reliable localization result because
of the conditions in (7). Since some of neighbors located near 
to real location, K locations are treated as the coarse 
localization result.

Fig. 3. A fragment of topological map
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Fig. 4. The distribution of 17 nearest neighbor. 

In coarse localization stage, the result is considered to be
correct when the condition in (7) is met. In this case, L contains 
one location. On the other hand, L consists of K locations. In
this section, we only focus on the previous case. The 
performance of the coarse location is shown in TABLE I with 
different K . We compare the coarse location with GPS data and 
assume that the location whose distance from the GPS location
is less than 10m to be the correct location. It can be seen from 
TABLE I that the correct ratio drops with 1,3,5,9,13,17K , while 
the mean of localization error arises gradually. The deviation of 
error reach the minimize 225.61( 5K ). In our hybrid 
algorithm, the parameter 5K is a good compromise regarding 
to the accuracy and computational complexity.

C. Fine localization
The metric map contains 22,518 feature points extracted

from 1220 images in the first exploration. The test set is the 
same to the coarse localization stage. When the result of coarse 
localization contains one location, the sub-map of metric map 
consists of approximately 750 landmarks used for fine 
localization. The computing time decreased significantly. In the 
worst case, when the sub-map contains around 3750 feature 
points, the complexity of computation and time is also 
acceptable.

TABLE I. THE PERFORMANCE OF COARSE LOCALIZATION

K
Performance of localization

The correct ratio Error Mean (cm) Error Deviation(cm)

1 0.8189 250.29 240.16

3 0.8045 259.95 245.41

5 0.7857 262,98 239.84

9 0.7619 295.07 225.61

13 0.6805 319.74 234.12

17 0.6028 334.76 239.88

Fig. 5. The distribution of localization error.

Fig. 6. The result of proposed localization.

TABLE II. THE PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED LOCALIZATION

Performance of localization

The correct ratio Error mean(cm) Error 
deviation(cm)

0.849 74.54 91.43

The localization result is as assumed to be correct when the 
correct one is found in this stage. The distribution of error 
between localization and GPS data is displayed in Fig. 5. The 
performance of using the proposed method is shown in TABLE 
II. The result of localization is shown in Fig. 6. Red points are 
the localization result, and the blue points are the GPS data. 
According to Fig. 6, most of the localization results are 
accurate.

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have presented an approach for vision-
based localization using hybrid environment model: 
topological map and metric map. We started by reviewing 
literature in image retrieval and selected holistic and local 
features to represent the image. The method using only the 
metric map can obtain the precise localization. But the 
efficiency and correct ratio of localization relatively are 
unsatisfied. With the help of coarse location, the computation 
complexity was declined and the correct ratio went up. Our
results show that our method can be reliable in most case, 
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although some true positives could also be rejected to ensure 
no false positives.

There are many factors which may cause the localization 
failure. The first one is that images for localization are taken 
from a different viewpoint. In this case, the features in current 
view cannot find correct match from the map. The second one 
is the different illumination conditions. The appearance and 
local features of a place may vary considerably over the 
duration of a day. We intend to use an omnidirectional camera 
to obtain more information of environment and overcome the 
influence from viewpoint changes. We also plan to design
robust algorithm in different weather and light conditions.
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